Abstract
Introduction
Central to the idea of automobility has been the full integration of motor vehicles into human life [125: 26, 8: 4] . To study automobility was not to be limited to the obvious economics of transport, the logistics of urban planning or the rules of roads but opened to other, less obvious, spaces of identity, gender and even grief [113, 38, 26, 33] . Bringing together automobility and law is not just an opportunity to explore the politics of highway policing or regulation of risk in vehicle design, but a chance to map the depth and totality of the ways that the car has integrated into human life. This paper shows the merging of the human and motor vehicle through exposing the depth and significance of meaning attached to cars within Australian social security law. It is argued that the car is not just an asset whose monetary value goes towards tests for eligibility, but within the decisions the car becomes an avatar for the applicant that is decoded into meaning streams concerning deservingness and prudence. This paper is in three stages. The first stage sets the scene, introducing 'automobility and law' and social security review decisions by the Commonwealth of Australia's Administrative Appeals Tribunal (AAT). The second stage sets out the findings of an analysis of 145 AAT social security decisions that discussed the motor vehicles associated with an applicant. The car as avatar for the applicant will be identified and the process whereby the AAT's working of social security law decodes the car avatar into meaning streams concerning deservingness and prudence will be identified. The third stage returns these findings to law and automobility. For law what become apparent are the techniques where by a technical object (the car) and the 'life' of the applicant become bridged in law. For automobility, what emerges is the extent that the car is a bearer of meaning. The semiotics of automobile culture has leached from the highways into other processes of biopolitical governance.
Setting the Scene
In 1905 Xenophon P. Huddy wrote in the Yale Law Review about the legal ramifications of the emerging automobile [32] . His concern was not merely academic. Throughout the West the preWorld War I period was characterised by widespread public concern with the rights and responsibilities of drivers of motor vehicles [24, 44, 34] . By the outbreak of the war many As more and more space in Western cities became designated for the car [39, 9, 17] , so to more and more of Western law became, directly and indirectly, related to the motor vehicle and the forms of mobility that it allowed. The level of integration of the motor vehicle into law can be seen in the Australian law report series Motor Vehicle Report which since 1983 has published superior court decisions 'concerning traffic accidents, licensing of vehicles, duties of highway authorities, criminal procedure for traffic offences, civil procedure relating to negligence and statutory claims for insurance' [36] .
Recent study and theorising about the automobile has become inspired by John Urry's notion of automobility. Urry provided a framework through which to explore human-automobile interactions. Urry urged social science and social theory to examine the nexuses that make automobility a 'system' [125: 26] . He emphasised multiple layers ranging from the social and cultural concerns of driver identity to the micro-and macro-economics of the automobile to the technical discourses of design and construction [125: 25-26] . Following Urry there has been a flourishing of studies of automobility [8, 23, 25, 39, 41, 115] . One aspect of automobility that has not been fully pursued within this literature has been law [123: 1-2] . 2 While the intimate history of law and motor vehicle means that law can be identified as an implicit factor within many automoblity studies, it is the express focus on 'law and automobility' that this paper pursues.
It does so at a not so obvious level. Thinking 'law and automobility' would suggest a consideration of the direct sites of intersection of the law and the motor vehicle such as policing of the roads, liability allocation and planning. However, Urry's 'automobility' urges exploration of less direct interconnections of the automobile on governance, cultural and social practices. It is in this spirit of automobility that this paper focuses on an interconnection of law and automobiles; the traces of automobiles within Australian social security appeal decisions. Before this can be done some further introduction to the Australian social security regime and the appeal structures requires explanation.
The Social Security Act 1991 (Cth) provides the legislative machinery for a comprehensive system of income support payments to be paid by the Australian Commonwealth government to citizens and residents who meet specific eligibility requirements. There are a significant range of payments directed to different groups within the community. There was also significant clustering as to the sort of issues that were the subject matter of the decision. 59 decisions concerned the 'preclusion period' applied to an applicant who had received a lump sum compensation payment. The preclusion period rules calculate a period of time that an applicant is not eligible for social security. The underlying policy is that the compensation payment would include an amount for loss of future income and the applicant should live off that amount for a reasonable period before they can access a social security payment [120: 501] Specifically most of these decisions concerned whether there were 'special circumstances' to waive the preclusion period under s1184K of the Social Security Act 1991 (Cth). 3 The phrase 'special circumstances' was also a feature of another 20 decisions where the issue was whether a debt or overpayment should be waived. 4 31 decisions in the sample were determinations of whether the applicant was a 'member of a couple' as defined under s 4(3) [for example [70] and [109] ]. 9
decisions concerned 'mobility.' These 9 decisions primarily involved whether the applicant's disability prevented them from driving [for example [47] and [68] ]. Finally 19 decisions concerned the applicant's car as an asset or as evidence of income. These decisions involved disputes as to the correct valuation to be placed on vehicles [for example [91] ] or whether the applicant was deriving income from the buying and selling of vehicles [for example [98] ].
The final basic feature of the sample is the actual motor vehicles mentioned in the decisions.
These are set out in [28, 31, 30] . Recent cultural work on virtual environments has introduced the idea of the avatar to wider scholarship. The avatar represents the user within a constructed world; but not necessarily in a linear or photorealistic way. The avatar -how they look, the gender, species, size, colour -is 'chosen' by the individual; a choice that is often constrained by the resources within the virtual environment [12, 13] . An individual constructs their avatar in the knowledge that their avatar would be 'decoded' by other denizens of the virtual world to make various assumptions about the user behind the avatar ranging from their gender and age to their 6 The valuation was based on a 2002 registration record. This date is 6 years earlier than the date of the decision. At the time of the decision the Porsche would be a third older and it would be reasonable to expect had further decreased in value. 7 [121] . I make no claims that this semiotics of automobility is unique to Australians. The Cadillac owning welfare Queen is evidence that such a symbolic economy surrounds the motor vehicle in other national cultures. See Clarsen [14, 15] [57] ]. However, discussions of motor vehicles as an indicator of mobility were rare. Instead, the car circulated within the AAT decisions as a much more complicated bearer of contested meanings. The first of these is the car as avatar. In these decisions the applicant and other humans became represented by their cars and the doings of the car became attributed to or affected the applicant. Second, this car avatar was then decoded into meaning streams concerned with deservingness and prudence.
Car as Avatar
A significant feature within the sample was where the decision maker treated a car as an avatar for an applicant. In these decisions the division between human and automobile was erased.
This primarily occurred where the issue was whether the applicant was a 'member of a couple.' In this context cars were promiscuous; they were caught on camera at certain addresses; the names of the alleged couple were together on registration, loan or insurance documents; and the movement of cars -who they carried, where, when and to -mattered. In some decisions the opposite occurred. Instead of the car avatar losing its materiality, the car avatar was forged through a very material mixing of humans and machines. In these decisions it was the cybernetic entity of humans in cars -precisely, evidence of the applicant driving the alleged partner's car or the other way round -that was the focus. In these three ways the car avatar was established. First, the car in its materiality was present in the decisions -it had been seen at a certain place at certain times -and the presence was attributed to a human. Second, the car lost its materiality entirety. Instead, the car's presence was an entry in a database that contained fields with the names of humans. Third, the car avatar was formed as a cybernetic entity comprised of humans in cars that was seen and recorded.
However, these car avatars were thin. The identified narratives conjured by the Cadillac driving welfare queen of deservingness was not present. Instead, the car functioned as an avatar through being an object of affect; a relational vector that connected humans. It did not seem to matter that the car was a Mercedes or Ford. What seemed to matter was the car attached to a human, either the applicant or alleged partner which then glued other humans. 9 But not entirely.
There was something interesting about the decisions where the female applicant was found to be in a relationship because a motor vehicle registered to a man had been observed on her property.
Studies of automobility have long identified how motor vehicles have communicated gender [126] .
Some cars are considered masculine and predominately associated with men; while others are seen as feminie cars marketed to and predominately associated with women [97] . 9 On the affective orientation of the member of a couple provisions in Australian social security and the surveillance of applicants authorised by the provision see [124] .
presence, if they were androgynous small Toyotas for instance, then the applicant's relationship status might not have been under scrutiny. What the Holdens in Lizars and Schatz reveal is that the car avatar can be decoded into constitute meaning streams. The sort of car associated with an applicant matters. While Cadillacs have never been officially sold in Australia, the cars associate with applicants is decoded by the AAT into moral narratives of deservingness and prudence.
Deservingness and Prudence
The car avatar as communicating deservingness and prudence was the dominate feature of the sample. The type of car, its age and condition communicated the moral worth of the applicant.
In a few decisions applicants tried to use a car avatar to establish that they deserved social security.
In [100] , Jeep Grand Cherokees [93] , [81] and Range Rovers [71] and also applicants who purchased four-wheel-drive twin cab utilities [50] were found to be undeserving. 12 Applicants who bought SUVs were described as 'reckless' [56: Cunningham SM [25] (Toyota Parado)]. Arguments that these vehicles were needed because their ride height made it easier for mobility impaired applicants to enter and leave the vehicle or that an applicant needed a vehicle that could transport their large family were generally brushed aside. 13 A similar set of negative connotations about un-deservingness were attached to applicants who owned large and powerful V6 and V8 sedans. From these decisions it can be summarised that social security applicants who have motor vehicles from German prestige marques, or SUVs, or large V6 and V8 powdered sedans or sport cars have been considered by the AAT to be undeserving of social security. One possible extrapolation from this data could be that the AAT is dictating that any social security applicant who owns a new or near-new motor vehicle renders them undeserving for social security. This could be seen affirming the previously identified assumption that if social security applicants were to own motor vehicles they had to be old and rundown. This would be the case if it was not for a cluster of decisions where the purchase of certain motor vehicles was considered prudent. Purchasing a new 'inexpensive small car -a Hyundai Getz' was considered 'entirely responsible' [92:
In Re Laurence Maloney and Secretary, Department of Family and Community Services
Handley DP [14] , [27] ]. Applicants that downgraded from large and expensive to operate vehicles to new, small and fuel efficient vehicles were equally considered prudent. 16 The applicant in Re Trent
Barrington and Secretary, Department of Employment and Workplace Relations who successively
downgraded from a new Subaru Outback to a second-hand Holden Commodore and then downgraded further to a 28 year old Subaru was described as 'quite frugal and prudent' [107:
Groom DP [11] , [38] ]. Also seen as prudent were applicants who spent windfalls on repairing their existing vehicle rather than purchasing new [69: Webb M [16] , [27] ].
Together what these decisions show is that the car avatar is decoded by the AAT into constitute meaning streams concerned with deservingness and prudence. Applicants with old and rundown motor vehicles were seen as more deserving then applicants who owned several motor vehicles or expensive new motor vehicles. Applicants whose car avatar suggested excessiveness -in the form of a vehicle from a prestige German manufacturer, a SUV, a powerful large sedan or a sports car -were considered 'reckless' and not deserving. However, applicants with small, economical Asian manufactured vehicles were generally seen as prudent and more deserving.
Within the sample the car did more than just be an asset value or a gauge of an applicant's mobility. At times the slippages between car and applicant, the mechanics behind the formation of the car avatar was express with the decisions. The car/applicant had been seen and recorded;
another's car had been observed parked on the applicant's property; data had been found linking car, applicant and another. In other decisions the car avatar was presumed and then decoded. It was presumed that the car revealed details about the applicant. Social meanings about the condition, the make and model were then transposed into moral discourse about deservingness and prudence. However, Latour's observation of the textuality of judgment can be identified in the AAT decisions. Latour identified a process of 'bridging' whereby stacks of texts that concerned the facts and stacks of texts that concerned the law were carefully brought together in the successive texts drafted by councillors of the Conseil d'Etat [35: 86-87] . For Latour the final decision showed the traces of this stacking and bridging [35: 88] . The 'facts' became purified, organised and arranged according to the legal principal; while the 'law' was refined and narrowed according to the facts. This 'physical work of intertextuality that is necessary for the material fabrication of judgment' [35: 92] was highly present within the AAT decisions. Under a legislative compulsion to organise its decisions to show the evidence, the facts and the application of the facts to the law [3: s43(2B)], the AAT decisions formed impressive bridges. Headings and subheadings abound. The evidence presented by the applicant at the hearing was summarised followed by the evidence presented by the People who had owned vehicles from prestigious German manufactures, or SUVs or large and powerful V6 and V8 powered Australian made sedans or sports cars were regarded as undeservingness. In this study the AAT can be seen to be channelling a wider taxonomy of cultural meanings concerning specific makes and models of motor vehicles; that certain vehicles say certain things about the driver.
Legality and Automobility
What this study of social security appeals in the AAT further shows for automobility is the mundane totality of automobile culture. The sample reveals how the car avatar and the meanings to be drawn from motor vehicles go beyond the highways and the media streams; the two sites that have been the focus of automobile semiotics. To adopt a rather old and well breached distinction, the decisions show these aspects of automobile culture are not just in the 'private' zone of prejudices and desires about the status, class, gender and age of the human driver of certain makes and models, but pass into the public realm of law and judgment. In other words 'cars as communication' [27] is not just a frivolous feature of living with the car in the West but has become entwined in the very processes of governance [121] . Cars were not quarantined in the decisions as assets to be valued, they did more. They become avatars from which judgments of deserving and underserving-ness could be made that allowed life to become formatted. For automobility what has been shown is the way that cars, not just as transportation technologies, but their social meanings have become integrated into the processes of judgment. The biopolitical machinery in the West does not process humans as zoe but sees and reads hybrids of machine, flesh and data. It evidences the totality of automobile culture; for within that dark heart of law, the site of judgement where the abstract become real in formatting life through the determination of rights and entitlements, two headlights shine.
Conclusion
This paper argued, through an examination of 145 AAT decisions, that the car in Australian social security law is not just an asset whose monetary value goes towards tests for eligibility, but becomes an avatar for the applicant that is decoded into meaning streams concerning deservingness and prudence. It was suggested that this examination of a less than obvious site of law and automobility had two implications. First it highlighted the techniques where by a technical object (the car) and the 'life' of the applicant became bridged in law; and through that bridging life is formatted. The second, for automobility, it highlighted the extent of automobile culture; in that social meanings about cars go beyond the highways and parking lots and have been integrated into the processes of biopolitical governance. 
